
$998,900 - 10 DYER Crescent
 

Listing ID: 40561047

$998,900
3 Bedrooms, 3 Bathrooms, 2191
Single Family

10 DYER Crescent, Bracebridge, Ontario,
P1L0A9

Step inside this beautifully appointed 3 bed,
3-bath bungaloft nestled on Dyer Cres
within the sought-after “White Pines”
community by Mattamy. The “Chestnut”
model, completed in 2024, promises a
harmonious blend of comfort and elegance.
This stunning address boasts a flowing,
open concept design with vaulted ceilings
throughout the main level and over 2,000 sq
ft of finished living space. Nestled on a
premium lot a serene forested backdrop,
gaze out at the tranquil views of nature
while sipping your morning coffee. South
exposure in the principal spaces ensures a
bright and warm atmosphere at this address!
Perfectly suited for an active lifestyle and
family-friendly living, this residence is
within walking distance to the Sportsplex
and only minutes to Downtown
Bracebridge. The heart of the home—the
kitchen—boasts an inviting eat-in breakfast
bar, ample counter space, and upgraded
quartz countertops. The kitchen seamlessly
flows into the dining/living room. Patio
doors off the living room beckon
possibilities of adding a deck in the
future—an ideal spot for summer relaxation!
Convenience meets functionality with the
laundry room situated across the kitchen,
complete with a sink, closet storage, and
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access to the double attached garage. The
primary suite overlooks the forested
backyard and features a spacious walk-in
closet and a 4 pc ensuite. A second guest
bedroom with ensuite privileges completes
the main level. The loft, a perfect extra
space, has potential as an office space or
cozy conversation nook. The second floor
presents an additional guest bedroom, walk-
in closet, and a well-appointed 4 pc
bathroom. The lower level (equipped with a
rough-in for a bath) is a blank canvas
awaiting your personal touches. Full
municipal services, Natural Gas, 200 Amp
Panel, Hot Water on Demand, and Tarion
Warranty complete this amazing package!
Experience this remarkable Home within
this coveted community! (id:50245)
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